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Sephora tops  out the Cosmetify Index this  year in the report's  firs t analys is  of top beauty retailers . Image credit: Sephora
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LVMH-owned beauty retailer Sephora is the most popular beauty stop in America, according to UK-based online
beauty retailer Cosmetify.

The company's annual Cosmetify Index detailing the biggest names and trends of 2022 in beauty is out now.
Sephora takes the title of "Hottest U.S. Beauty Retailers of 2022," with American drugstore beauty chain Ulta coming in
a very close second.

Booming beauty
The top two U.S. brands are so close in ranking, that they would be considered to be tied if not for Sephora's higher
Instagram follower count, sitting at over 21 million.

Cosmetify's ranking assesses the world's most popular beauty brands and retailers by the top 100 most searched on
Google. Its  Index factors in elements such as Instagram engagement, followers, mentions and even information
regarding search engine changes in its process of analysis.

That said, Ulta lands higher than Sephora when looking at engagement rates and organic traffic to its site. The top
two retailer spots were a tight battle, with U.S. specialty retailer Sally Beauty taking third place.
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Cosmetify looked internationally for its  rankings , pulling out trends  regionally. Image credit: Cosmetify

The Index's retailer category is new.

Last year, Cosmetify did not offer scores for beauty sellers but, rather, focused on individual beauty brands and
influencers.

For 2023, Cosmetify noted an even stronger shift toward greener and cleaner brands, with sustainable beauty names
taking a number of top spots. Sustainable beauty brand Barr Cosmetics also took first place for highest engagement.

In an effort to step into a more conscious future, Sephora has launched a variety of initiatives in recent years,
including its "Clean and Planet" positive seal labeling. The seal's presence indicates whether a product is made with
clean ingredients (see story).
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